Year 5 Literacy Week 4 (Week Beginning 11/5/20)
For Literacy this week, we will continue with the “Virtual” lessons that have been created by
Oak National Academy.
This week the focus is Character Description which includes reading comprehension, looking
at features, parenthesis and writing your own character description. This is the Week 2
English tasks in their schedule.
Use the link to access the website https://www.thenational.academy/onlineclassroom/year-5/english/#subjects
Work through the lessons in order and complete any work into your homework book. Let us
know what you think via Showbie.
You can do one a day or group them together, but it is important that you complete them in
order.
Lesson 1 – Comprehension and fact retrieval (Superheroes)
https://www.thenational.academy/year-5/english/character-description-readingcomprehension-fact-retrieval-year-5-wk2-1
Lesson 2- Comprehension and word meaning (The Legend of Podkin One-Ear)
https://www.thenational.academy/year-5/english/character-description-readingcomprehension-word-meaning-year-5-wk2-2
Lesson 3 – Features of a character description
https://www.thenational.academy/year-5/english/character-description-identifying-thefeatures-of-a-text-year-5-wk2-3
Lesson 4- SPAG – Relative Clauses
https://www.thenational.academy/year-5/english/character-description-spag-focusrelative-clause-year-5-wk2-4
Lesson 5 – Write a character description
https://www.thenational.academy/year-5/english/character-description-write-a-characterdescription-year-5-wk2-5
TIP: Make the videos full screen so it is easier to work from.

Spellings
In your Oak National Academy lessons above, there is a spelling focus and then a
test (on Lesson 5). This is revision of an objective we have already covered (the
suffix able).
We would also like you to have a look at some new words on Spelling City for the
Summer term.
Task
On Spelling City, complete the tasks for Summer 1 Week 4 words. Make sure you
complete the final test!

Big Read - No printer needed as you have the option to
type onto the sheet or write your answers on a piece of
paper. If you do want to download and print the activities,
we have provided a link below.
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/daily-reading-age-7-11the-man-who-bought-a-mountain-1-activity-pack-t-e2550106
Chapter 1
Watch the video, where you will hear Chapter 1 being read to you.
There will be some questions
to answer during this video. You may choose to write your
answers to these questions during the video. If you decide to do
this, pause the video to give yourself time to write.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C5AvmsRqADU&feature=youtu.be
During the Video
1. In the second paragraph, the author says that Yash had never been brave enough to ask
how old the sage was. What impression does this give you about the sage? (p.5)

2. Why do you think the author chose to hide clues in the story like this while the characters
are talking, instead of stopping to describe the sage all in one go?

3. Do not concern yourself with moving mountains, for the mountains will move you. What

is this text effect called? (p.7)

4. Why do you think there are two paragraphs on page 1 that use this text effect? (p.1)

After the Video
5. List the names of the characters whom you have met so far. Can you find two possible
names for the main character?

6. Read the paragraph at the bottom of page 3 and the top of page 4 beginning ‘With that, he
showed…’. What do you think the purpose of this paragraph is?

7. On page 4, there are three very short paragraphs that are only one line long each. Why are
these paragraphs so short, and why did the author choose not to attach them all together?

8. Make a prediction about what you think will happen in the story, using the clues you have
seen on the front cover and in the first chapter.

9. Look at the first paragraph on page 1. Why do you think the author has started the story
with direct speech?

10. Use the clues in this chapter to write down everything you know about Yash’s relationship
with Guru Oluko.

Check the answers

1.In the second paragraph, the author says that Yash had never been brave enough to ask how old
the sage was. What impression does this give you about the sage? (p.5)
Children may explain their own ideas, such as ‘I think that the sage is someone whom Yash respects
and does not want to be rude in front of. This suggests that he is someone whom Yash really cares
about the opinion of and doesn’t want to upset him as he values his talks with the sage.’
If children wrote that Yash is afraid of the sage, read the rest of the page with them. There aren’t
many other clues to suggest that the sage is a scary person. We have to use the clues in the rest of
the page, like his ‘face glowed with kindness’ and his ‘innocent bliss’ at being given sweets.
Your child may have thought of some of these points, but if not, have a discussion about them. Their
own answer might not necessarily be wrong, and feedback is more valuable than a tick or a cross.
2.Why do you think the author chose to hide clues in the story like this while the characters are
talking, instead of stopping to describe the sage all in one go?
The reader needs to know all about the sage as we are meeting him for the first time, but Yash has
met the sage many times. Stopping the story to describe him would make it seem like Yash was
learning all that information at once. The author has made it seem like Yash knows the sage well but
has managed to sneak in all the important information that we need.
(Your child may have thought of some of these points, but if not, have a discussion about them.
Their answer might not necessarily be wrong, and feedback is more valuable than a tick or a cross.)
3.Do not concern yourself with moving mountains, for the mountains will move you. What is this
text effect called? (p.7)
Italics
4. Why do you think there are two paragraphs on page 1 that use this text effect? (p.1)
Children should recognise that the italics are used to show Yash’s thoughts. Sometimes, Yash is
hearing his own thoughts, such as ‘Twelve years living at the base of this mountain’. Sometimes,
however, Yash is hearing the words of someone else: Always be welcoming to friends but be even
more welcoming to visitors.
On page 1, the reader is unaware who the ‘wise voice’ is, but when children have read chapter 1
they will know that the voice belongs to Guru Oluko.

5.List the names of the characters whom you have met so far. Can you find two possible names for
the main character?
So far, we have met Yash, Uncle Ranj and Guru Oluko. Yash is also known as Yashaswin.
6.Read the paragraph at the bottom of page 3 and the top of page 4 beginning ‘With that, he
showed…’. What do you think the purpose of this paragraph is?

Children should recognise that the purpose of this paragraph is to describe base camp and the view
from up here.
7.On page 4, there are three very short paragraphs that are only one line long each. Why are these
paragraphs so short, and why did the author choose not to attach them all together?
Children should understand that the author has started a new paragraph when a new person begins
to speak. If the paragraphs were attached together, the reader would not know when the voice
changed from Yash to his uncle and back again. The presentation of the lines on the page changes
the meaning of the story.
8.Make a prediction about what you think will happen in the story, using the clues you have seen
on the front cover and in the first chapter.
Children may make their own prediction, as long as they can base it upon something in this chapter
or the front cover. Example answer: ‘I know from the title of the book that a man is going to buy a
mountain. I don’t think we have met this man yet in the story so I think we will meet a new character
in the next chapter.’ 4.
9.Look at the first paragraph on page 1. Why do you think the author has started the story with
direct speech?
Starting a story with direct speech is a common technique. Firstly, it creates a sense of mystery right
from the start of the story because the reader wonders who is speaking, and it invites them to read
on to find out. It also gives the impression that we, the reader, are stepping into the characters’ lives
at a non-specific point, because they are in the midst of an activity (Yash’s tour). This makes the
characters feel more real to the reader, and as if we are just watching their lives as they continue to
unfold.
(Your child may have thought of some of these points, but if not, have a discussion about them.
Their answer might not necessarily be wrong, and feedback is more valuable than a tick or a cross.)
10.Use the clues in this chapter to write down everything you know about Yash’s relationship with
Guru Oluko.
Children may use some of the following clues to deduce details about the relationship between Yash
and the sage (or others, if they make sense to you):
•‘...he detoured, as he often did, to visit the wise sage…’ (Yash visits the sage often, suggesting a
friendship.)
•‘Children were taught about his sayings…’ (Yash has been hearing about the sage since he was
small.)
•‘Yash wondered if there was anything that the sage didn’t know.’ (Yash admires the sage’s
knowledge and wisdom.)
•‘...his words always brought inspiration.’ (Yash visits the sage to learn things and be inspired.)
•‘Yash had no idea how old the sage was, and had never been brave enough to ask him.’ (The sage is
someone whom Yash really cares about the opinion of and respects.)

•“No one else tiptoes in at this time. And no one else calls me ‘G’.” (The sage’s relationship with
Yash is different to his relationship with the other villagers. The sage seems to enjoy Yash’s individual
personality.)
•‘His face glowed with kindness.’ (The relationship is a very positive one.)
•“Now, what have you brought me?” (The sage expects something from Yash every time he visits,
almost like a business agreement.)
•‘Yash sighed and turned out his pockets.’ (Yash’s sigh suggests that this happens regularly and that
today’s haul is disappointing.)
•‘As usual, there wasn’t anything new but Yash was sure that there would still be a story to tell.’
(The fact that Yash returns to the sage even though the sage never has news suggests that the
stories are always worth hearing.)
•‘He helped himself to a steaming mug of tea…’ (Yash feels at home in the hut and able to help
himself to things.)
•“You’ve told me that before, you know.” (The sage often repeats his information but Yash still
comes back because it is all so fascinating.)
•“It is a good question to ask, Yashaswin.” (The sage is behaving like a teacher to Yash.)
•‘Do not concern yourself with moving mountains, for the mountains will move you.’ (Yash hears the
sage’s voice in his head, like a guide.)
•‘Guru Oluko reached out one bony hand, as he always did.’ (A suggestion of routine.)
•“Take this to our friend on your way home…” (A secret kept from the reader but shared between
the two friends, suggesting trust and teamwork.)

If you are interested, we have added the other chapters.
Chapter 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mOi-100ZSI4&feature=youtu.be
Chapter 3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nm1hMY1K0-k&feature=youtu.be
Chapter 4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djeo2uhEZRg&feature=youtu.be
Chapter 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e4EsowDFIIg&feature=youtu.be

